






29 May 2020


President Cyril Ramaphosa, on Tuesday the 26th of May, announced that religious groups will once again be 
permitted to meet under alert level 3. We are thankful for the President’s recognition of the role of churches 
and his consent to the request for greater freedom to meet.  


Such a concession, however, comes to us with a great deal of responsibility and not a few regulations. 
While a number of conditions were clarified in the Government Gazette published on the 28th of May, there 
are still a number of questions and concerns that are yet to be addressed. These are all matters which a 
number of church leaders across the country are grappling with.


While the Executive of the BNA recognises that each local church is autonomous and therefore free to meet 
within the restrictions of the law, we feel that it would be unwise for our churches to resume services 
immediately. Here is some of our reasoning:


1. At its very core, the Christian faith is expressed in loving God and loving our neighbour (Mt 22:37-39). 
While the COVID-19 pandemic is an active threat, putting the members of our congregations at risk by 
meeting together at this time would inconsiderate and unloving.


2. The infection rate is far higher at the moment than at any other time in the past, and therefore, the risk 
now is higher than at any time in the past. In addition to this, the peak of infections is only expected to take 
place at the end of June, the middle of winter.


3. The concession for churches to meet together comes with regulations pertaining to health, hygiene and 
social distancing. This includes, but is not limited to, the sanitisation of the building, the screening of 
congregants, the wearing of masks at all times, and the maintaining of 1.5m between worshippers. This is 
onerous on many churches.


4. The concession given to churches to meet also comes with bearing responsibility should anybody 
become infected. This has legal implications if is shown that regulations were not followed by the church.  


5. All those who attend church services are required to wear masks. This means that congregational 
singing, preaching, and other elements which make up our services would be restricted.


6. Bearing in mind the current restrictions, no children's ministry and no communion would be possible 
even if we were to meet.


7. A maximum of 50 people may attend the service, bearing in mind that social distancing must be 
maintained. This begs the question, "Which 50?” 


In light of the above, we feel that Paul’s words to the Corinthian church may have some bearing here, “All 
things are lawful, but not all things are profitable. All things are lawful, but not all things edify. Let no one 
seek his own good, but that of his neighbor” (1 Co 10:23-24). We do understand that each church is free to 
decide if they will meet or not. If you do decide to meet, we appeal to each congregation to uphold the 
prescribed regulations.  


May God bless and keep each one of you.


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

Lance Laughton, on behalf of the BNA Executive
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